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ABSTRACT:  
In this paper, a theoretical analysis of optimum bed thickness operates under mass transfer control for realiz-
ing a high efficiency and reaction conversion of an electrochemical reactor has been made based on flow-
through porous electrode (FTPE) configuration. Many models have been used to represent the optimum bed 
thickness by taking a look into previous works concerned and collecting all related information, data, and 
models. The parameters that affect the optimum bed thickness have been visualized and reviewed, and al-
most all of them have been examined by experimental data from different sources and based on the various 
models. It has been found that the increase in electrolyte flow rate, concentration, limiting current density, 
and specific surface area reduce the optimum bed thickness, and the increase in electrolyte conductivity, void 
fraction, and overpotential range increases optimum bed thickness. The most important design parameter that 
has a great effect on optimum bed thickness is found to be the electrolyte flow rate for any certain operation. 
It has been concluded that the most appropriate two models to represent the optimum bed thickness of FTPE 
electrochemical reactor operating under mass transfer control based on the results are those predicted theo-
retically and stated by Kreysa in (1978) and Doherty et al. in (1996). 
 

  :الخلاصة

 نسبة تفاعل و تحليل نظري لاقصى سمك حشوة لمفاعل كهروكيمياوي يعمل تحت ظروف سيطرة انتقال الكتلة لتحقيق االبحثفي هذأجري 

 من خلال البحث الحشوق القصوينماذج عدة قد تم استخدامها لتمثيل سمك . (FTPE)كفاءة عالية قد تمت على مفاعل كهروكيمياوي نوع 

تجسيدها وعرضها  قد تم القصويالعوامل الموثرة على سمك الحشوة . في دراسات سابقة ذات علاقة وجمع المعلومات، البيانات و النماذج

في جريان المحلول  لقد وجد ان الزيادة .في نماذج مختلفةمها باستخدام بيانات عملية من مصادر عدة وتصب عظو قد تم اختبار م

 وان  تقلل من سمك الحشوة القصوي، كماspecific surface area و limiting current density الالكتروليتي، تركيز المتفاعلات،

 تأثير ذا و اهميه الأكثر المتغير ان وجد  لقد.الأفضل الحشوه سمك من يزيد الجهد الكهربائي قفر و المساميه المحلول، توصيلية في الزيادة

 سمك على (القطب مكان موقع او) المحلول موقع مدخل تأثير .معينه عمليه لأي المحلول جريان معدل هو الأفضل سمك الحشوه على كبير

 الحشوه سمك تمثيل  (Flow-through)موائمة  النماذج افضل ان وجد لقد .هام تاثير اي تسجل لم النتائج و تم عرضه الأفضل الحشوه

  .Doherty et alو) Kreysa)1978   نموذجكان النتاتج خلال من الكتلة انتقال بتحكم تحت نوع يعمل كهروكيمياوي لمفاعل الأفضل

)1996.(  
 Keywords: Optimum bed thickness; Packed bed; Porous electrode; Flow-through; Mass transfer 
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1- INTRODUCTION 

Packed bed electrodes can be used for electro-
chemical recovery of heavy metals from a variety 
of industrial and laboratory model solutions (Ben-
nion and Newman, 1972; Doherty et al., 1996; El-
Deab et al., 1999; Gaunand et al., 1977; Lanza 
and Bertazzoli, 2000; Matloz and Newman, 1986 
;Podlaha and Fenton, 1995; Ponce de León and 
Pletcher, 1996;Saleh, 2004; Soltan et al., 2003; 
Trainham and Newman, 1977.The packed bed 
electrode forms a porous flow-through configura-
tion providing large surface area usually depleting 
the concentration of metal ions below 0.1 ppm. 

Some studies have reported that flow-through 
configurations suffer from non-uniform potential 
and current distribution (Bennion and Newman, 
1972; Doherty et al., 1996; El-Deab et al., 1999; 
Gaunand et al., 1977; Matloz and Newman, 1986; 
Saleh, 2004; Sioda, 1971; Trainham and Newman, 
1977). Newman et al. in 1962 demonstrated this 
problem when Tafel kinetic was coupled with sig-
nificant solid phase (electrode material) and elec-
trolyte resistivity. In another paper related to the 
potential and current distribution, Bennion and 
Newman (1972) used the deposition of copper 
ions on carbon flakes to study the design princi-
ples of flow-through porous electrodes. 

The authors concluded that electrolyte flow rate 
and bed thickness determine the ohmic potential 
drop within the porous electrode. Another conclu-
sion was that the potential difference between the 
carbon matrix and the solution at all points within 
the porous electrode should be sufficient, but not 
too large to ensure deposition without hydrogen 
evolution. Sabacky and Evans (1979) used a fluid-
ised copper particles cathode for copper recovery 
and reported that the efficiency and power con-
sumption depended on copper and acid concentra-
tion, particle size, resistivity of the electrolyte and 
superficial current density. Kreysa in (1978) stud-
ied the kinetic behavior of packed and fluidized 
bed electrodes.  A macro-kinetic model of three-
dimensional electrodes was established by intro-
ducing overpotential distribution within the elec-
trode into the micro-kinetic rate equation. The 
developed model was used to derive analytical 
expression from limiting diffusion current for cal-
culating the optimum bed depth for both packed 
and fluidized bed electrodes in terms of geomet-
ric, hydrodynamics, and kinetic parameters. 
Kreysa and Jüttner in (1993) in a study for flow-
by three-dimensional electrode of cylindrical ge-
ometry operating under limiting current condi-
tions re-introduced the arrangement of electrodes 

with respect to the direction of the current flow, 
electrolyte flow, and electrode position. Compari-
sons have been made among various types of 
electrode arrangements. Optimum bed thickness 
also had been investigated for both cylindrical and 
rectangular arrangements for various electrolyte 
conductivities. The model used for calculation 
was similar to that predicted by Kreysa (1978) 
with a little difference due to ignoring effects of 
void fraction. 

Doherty et al. in (1996) presented a numerical 
model of flow-through porous electrodes simu-
lates the distribution of potential and current den-
sity within a porous electrode. The model includes 
consideration of the electron transfer control re-
gime of the electrode reaction, mass transport li-
mitations and the finite conductivity of the elec-
trode material. They re-introduced the expression 
predicted by Kreysa (1978) for calculation of the 
optimum bed depth in terms of specific surface 
area instead of particle size diameter. They con-
cluded that at high electrode conductivities the 
optimum length is much less sensitive to electrode 
depth, whereas, at low conductivities the contrary 
is true. Therefore, greater accuracy is required 
when designing porous electrodes with very high 
porosities and, thus, low electrode conductivities, 
in order to achieve the optimum electrode depth. 

Masiley and Pouddubny in (1997) presented ma-
thematical simulation of the FTPE operation on 
the basis of one dimensional model with uniform 
conducting matrix and the cathode process involv-
ing the main and side reaction. They introduced 
the optimum bed thickness as a part of its total 
thickness L proportional to the integral mean val-
ue of the ratio of local current of the target reac-
tion to its limiting diffusion value. They also stud-
ied the effect of solid and liquid phase conductiv-
ity on the effective electrode layer operating under 
limiting diffusion current. The expression that 
they obtained in case of solid phase conductivity 
is much higher than that for electrolyte and was 
quite similar to that used by Kreysa and Jüttner 
(1993). 

In a more recent paper, Saleh in (2004) re-
introduced the concept of effectiveness factor as 
the ratio between the total obtainable limiting cur-
rent and the maximum limiting current in absence 
of ohmic drop. The study was based on the depo-
sition of zinc in alkaline solution where the hy-
drogen evolution reaction and the deposition of 
zinc take place at similar potential. Saleh con-
cluded that hydrogen evolution accentuates the 
ohmic effect. Similarly, Like and Langer in 
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(1991) discussed the internal ohmic limits in a 
flow-through porous electrode using Tafel kinet-
ics. They showed that during the electrolysis, 
thinner electrodes help to maximize the current 
density. 

Nava et al. in (2008) discussed the use of 
potential distribution analysis during the deposi-
tion of metal ions, at limiting current conditions 
and determine the optimum electrode thickness at 
which no hydrogen evolution occurs. The poten-
tial distribution studies were carried out on stain-
less-steel fibres of three different surface areas. 
The fibres were used as cathodic porous elec-
trodes during the deposition of Ag(I) ions con-
tained in 0.1 mol dm−3 KNO3 and 0.6 mol dm−3 
NH4OH electrolyte. The comparison of both, ex-
perimental and theoretical potential distributions 
showed that flow rate and specific surface area of 
the electrode determine the potential drop within 
the packed bed cathode and therefore the effective 
thickness of the porous bed electrode at which 
hydrogen evolution can be avoided. 

 The aim of this study based on theoretical 
analysis to find out the optimum bed thickness 
(OBT) of flow-through porous electrode (FTPE) 
of an electrochemical reactor works under mass 
transfer regime and for porous bed conductivity 

higher than electrolyte (km  ks) as shown in fig.1. 

That is going through reviewing and examining 
several models accomplished by many authors via 
experimental data in order to ensure the maximum 
accuracy and objectivity for such theoretical 
study. 

2- MODELS 

2.1. Kreysa [15] in 1978 gave expression for 
optimum bed depth of packed bed electrode de-
rived from diffusion limiting current density as 
follows: 

[ ]∫=
opL
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mL dxxCzFaKxi )()(                                        (1) 
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Substitute eq. 2 into eq. 3 and integrate with 
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An electrode should be considered as an optimum 
in the sense explained above if at each point of it 
≥ 99% of limiting current density are realized. 
Then for packed bed electrode the condition 

99.0)( ηηφ −= −FBops L                                                  
(5) 

Substitute for spherical particles 
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Where Lop: the optimum bed depth for which lim-
iting current conditions prevail. 

η0.99: the overvoltage holding the condition when 
i(η0.99)=0.99iL 

ηB-F: potential difference between solution poten-
tial at the electrode boundary plane nearest the 
counter electrode and feeder metal potential rela-
tive to the equilibrium potential of the electrode 
reaction. 

2.2 Doherty et al. [2] showed similar expres-
sion as above (eq. 3.39) for penetration depth, p of 
the limiting current density for metal deposition 
(assuming that the electrode is fully conducting) is 
given by: 

om

s
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k
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(7) 

Where ∆η is the range of overpotential where the 
metal deposition proceeds under limiting current 
conditions. 

2.3 Kreysa et al. (1993) in more recent study 
than (1978) showed the optimum bed depth, Lop is 
given by the following expression: 
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2.4 Masliy and Poddubny (1997) presented 
the optimum bed thickness in studied the effect of 
solid and liquid phase conductivity on the effec-
tive electrode layer operating under limiting diffu-
sion current. 

oCazFK
kL

m

s
d

η∆
=

2

                                                     
(9) 

The four models given above are all the same if 
some rearrangements are made, except a little dif-
ference in eq. 8 where the void fraction is not tak-
en into account. Furthermore, these models based 
on electrode conductivity much higher than elec-
trolyte (km >> ks). 

2.5 Newman et al. (1975, 1984 and 1986) in-
troduced the penetration depth, p as a function of 
velocity, specific area, and mass transfer coeffi-
cient; 

maK
up =

                                                              
(10) 

2.6 Masliy et al. (1997 & 2007) understood the 
effectively operating thickness Leff of porous elec-
trode as a part of its total thickness, L proportional 
to the integral mean value of the ratio of local cur-
rent of the target reaction i(x), to its limiting diffu-
sion value iL(x). 

∫=
L

L
eff dx

xi
xiL

0 )(
)(

                                                     
(11) 

2.7 Nava et al. (2008) in a more recent study 
concerned about determination of the effective 
thickness of porous electrode in a flow-through 
porous electrode shows the usefulness type of 
analysis to estimate the optimum bed thickness 
from potential distribution which allows efficient 
recovery of metals by avoiding hydrogen evolu-
tion. 
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The effective bed thickness obtained can be 
achieved by plotting the potential distribution (eq. 
12) vs. electrode thickness L before hydrogen 
evolution starts. 

Since the main goal of this study is to find 
out a mathematical model to represent more suita-

bly the optimum bed thickness for a FTPE, there 
are several parameters affecting the optimum bed 
thickness can be observed from above models. 
These parameters are 1) electrolyte flow rate; 2) 
mass transfer coefficient or limiting current den-
sity; 3) electrolyte concentration; 4) electrolyte 
conductivity (and electrode in case (ks = km)); 5) 
specific surface area or particle size diameter; 6) 
electrode void fraction; 7) temperature; and 8) 
overpotential. 

3- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

All the results in this paper represented by 
several figures have been made as a result of cal-
culations are carried out with aid of experimental 
data available in order to achieve reasonable and 
accurate results as possible to examine the mod-
els. More information and calculation procedure 
can be found in Sadeq et al (2009). The discussion 
takes two prospective sides. The first one dis-
cusses the effect of each parameter on the OBT 
and the second one discusses the efficiency of 
each model.  

3.1 The effect of parameters on the OBT 

3.1.1 Electrolyte Flow Rate & Mass Trans-
fer Coefficient 

Electrolyte flow rate shows a significant effect on 
the optimum bed thickness through the considered 
models and results. In spite of the fact that this 
parameter is not included in some models (1 – 4; 
i.e. 2.1 – 2.4 and so on), but its presence strongly 
affects the results represented by mass transfer 
coefficient. In addition to the importance of flow 
rate for such study on optimum bed thickness; 
many studies take it into account as a main pa-
rameter in the analysis which enhances its impor-
tance. Figs. (2 and 3) represent the effect of this 
parameter for many different studies [Bennion & 
Newman; 1972, Doherty et al.; 1996, El-Deab et 
al.; 1999, Gaunand et al.; 1977, Lanza & Bertaz-
zoli; 2000] with large range of velocities (0.01 – 
7.3 cm/s) based on models (2.1, 2.2, and 2.7). 
These figs. show that as the flow rate of electro-
lyte increases the optimum bed thickness de-
creases. This is evident by the fact that the mass 
transfer coefficient is greatly affected by flow 
rate.   

Actually, not only the electrolyte flow 
rate has an effect on the mass transfer coefficient. 
The mass transfer coefficient is affected by many 
factors rather than flow rate like diffusivity, tem-
perature, and physical properties of electrolyte, 
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and that is supported by Wilson and Geankoplis 
(1966) expressions. Since each reference consid-
ered here has its own specific operating condi-
tions, temperature, and the same physical proper-
ties, the flow rate of electrolyte shows up as the 
dominant among these factors. 

Also, at low flow rates (u �  1.0 cm.s-1), a new 
emergence of controlling factor appears, which 
facilitates the penetration of the process (or max-
imize the optimum bed thickness) into the porous 
electrode. This factor is most likely to be the ab-
rupt decrease in the electroactive component con-
centration over the electrode depth as shown in 
figs. 3and 4, and the corresponding increase in the 
polarizability of the electrode as concluded by 
Masliy & Poddubny (1997).        

Figs. 2 and 3 show in general that increasing flow 
rate reduces optimum bed thickness, but it is also 
emphasizing in some way that every single case 
could be a special one for mass transfer predic-
tion. This can be seen from the style of each curve 
in the figures of each reference and explains why 
that is different. The benefits of such study are 
beyond the scope of broad range of data to make 
it possible to examine, analyze and study the phe-
nomenon of these factors and parameters. 

Briefly, according to models (1 – 4) as the 
electrolyte flow rates increase the mass transfer 
coefficient and increase in the limiting current 
density and consequently decrease the optimum 
bed thickness. While model 5 by Newman et al. 
(1975, 1984 and 1986) indicates the opposite to 
the previous four models, which will be discussed 
in another section of this paper. 

3.1.2 Electrolyte Concentration (Reactant) 

The effect of concentration on optimum bed 
thickness can be seen by fig. 4 at various tempera-
tures. The figure shows how the optimum bed 
thickness decreases as the electrolyte concentra-
tion increases at certain temperature and flow rate. 
This is also true for other temperatures, but further 
increase in temperature in fig.4 refers to its effect 
on optimum bed thickness, not on concentration. 
Najim’s et al. (2006); shows that the temperature 
has no effect on the concentration, but it affects 
the physical properties of any solution as well as 
the electrolyte conductivity in this case. 

As shown in fig. 4, the concentration has an ob-
served effect on optimum bed thickness. This ef-
fect is calculated from the increasing in limiting 

current plateau as electrolyte concentration in-
creases. This is shown by the following equation: 

iL = zFKmCo                                                                                      (14) 

The increase in limiting current is due to increase 
in concentration leads to the observed decrease in 
optimum bed thickness, Doherty et al (1996). 

3.1.3 Electrolyte Conductivity & Temperature 

 Fig. 5 shows the effect of electrolyte conductivity 
on optimum bed thickness based on Kreysa and 
Jüttner’s data and model. While fig. 6 shows the 
effect of electrolyte conductivity on optimum bed 
thickness at various temperatures and concentra-
tions based on Najim’s et al (2006) data and 
Kreysa’s (1978) model. These figures show the 
increase of the optimum bed thickness with in-
creases in electrolyte conductivity. It is also clear 
that there are some factors which have an effect 
on the electrolyte conductivity. The figures show 
that increasing in concentration and temperature 
leads to increase in the solution conductivity. The 
reason is beyond the optimum bed thickness as 
increasing in electrolyte conductivity come from 
the fact that increasing in electrolyte conductivity 
means decreasing in electrolyte resistivity, which 
leads to a decrease in ohmic potential drop in so-
lution, and that decrease leads to increases in elec-
trode polarization which positively is reflected on 
optimum bed thickness. 

It is important to say here that tempera-
ture has a considerable effect on electrolyte con-
ductivity which is greater than that of concentra-
tion. These effects are shown in figs. 5 and 6. The 
increase in temperature has been by one magni-
tude if the concentration doubled, while it is twice 
if the temperature has increased to 30% of its ini-
tial value, this behavior is due to the increase of 
the solubility of the ions in the electrolyte and its 
kinetic energy when increasing the temperature. 
However, all these results are directed up to the 
evidence that increasing in electrolyte conductiv-
ity leads to increasing in optimum bed thickness, 
and this is also true for temperature which en-
hances the situation of models (1 – 4). 

3.1.4 Specific surface Area & Void fraction 

Fig. 7 shows the effect of the specific surface area 
on the optimum bed thickness. The data used in 
this plotting based on Nava’s data and model. The 
results show that the increase in specific surface 
area of the porous electrode leads to decreases in 
the optimum bed thickness according to Nava’s 
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results and model which are considered as a sup-
port for what is concluded by models (1 – 4). A 
little increase in the optimum bed thickness at the 
right side end of fig. 7 for a = 193 cm-1 have been 
seen. This has happened because of the increasing 
in void fraction (see the referred reference) which 
will be seen in fig. 7.This is also true at various 
flow rates, where fig. 7 shows the effect of spe-
cific surface area at more than one condition. 

The reason behind that decrease in opti-
mum bed thickness with increases in specific sur-
face area belongs to the fact that porous electrode 
provides a large space (interfacial area) for the 
electrochemical reaction, and that enables to take 
a small volume. Therefore, any additional in-
crease in this part leads to decrease in the opti-
mum bed thickness. This also have been proved 
by several studies; where, for, e.g., Coeuret et al. 
(1976 & 1977) found out that the increase in size 
of particle (for  the packing of spherical particles) 
leads to increase in bed effectiveness which con-
sequently means decrease in the interfacial area.  

Since the new types of packing (i.e. RVC, 
fiber, etc.) make possible to control simultane-
ously void fraction and specific surface area.  Fig. 
8 shows how the optimum bed thickness can be 
strongly affected at certain conditions if the elec-
trode void fraction is made to change. This figure 
shows the increase in bed void fraction leads to 
increase in optimum bed thickness according to [2 
and 15]. 

3.1.5 Overpotential Difference  

The effect of overpotential on optimum bed thick-
ness has been represented in models (1 to 4). Fig. 
9 shows polarization curve for a simple electro-
chemical reaction displaying region where elec-
trode reaction proceeds under mass transport con-
trol. Fig. 9 emphasizes that the effect of the over-
voltage determined by the width of the limiting 
current plateau, or in other word, as the overpo-
tential range increases the effect on optimum bed 
thickness takes a big effect. This effect is indi-
cated regarding models which refer to the increase 
in overpotential range leads to increases in opti-
mum bed thickness.From practical point of view, 
that’s true since the increase in voltages which 
represent the driving force for any electrochemical 
reaction leads to increase in reaction areas and 
consequently reflects on the penetration depth of 
the reaction inside pores or which here called op-
timum bed thickness. 

3.2 Models Results 

3.2.1 Kreysa's (1978) and Doherty's et al. 
(1996), models (1 & 2). 

Kreysa's and Doherty's models can be considered 
as the most appropriate candidates to represent the 
optimum bed thickness of a FTPE electrochemical 
reactor operates under mass transfer control. 
That’s because the most effective parameters are 
represented in these two models and also the re-
sults show the most acceptable and reasonable 
results than others. In addition, models 1& 2 show 
a flexibility to interact with different packing 
type.  

It is also important to mention the disad-
vantages in these two models and the most impor-
tant one that is related to the overpotential differ-
ence (range) ∆η. The way that has been suggested 
to represent this parameter by several studies 
based on the polarization curve when reaction 
proceeds under mass transfer region. This method 
could be associated with some mistakes and most 
likely with such theoretical study. These mistakes 
usually occur when it has to select a start and end 
point of the mass transfer region. It has been 
found that the average approximate error might 

occur for this case between  (50 – 100) mV in a 

worst probability based upon experience, but this 
range of error can cause a noticeable change in 
optimum bed thickness appreciable to 6 – 13 % 
for ∆η equal to 400 mV and that percent is a can-
didate to increase as the overpotential range de-
creases (Sadeq et al. 2009). 

The results of these two models (i.e., 1 & 
2) are completely matched because they are al-
ready matched as mentioned before. The results of 
these models over the considered experimental 
data that have been used in the study show a good 
agreement for all data at high flow rates, while for 
low flow rates, the results are overestimate for 
Kreysa (1978) and short bed length (2 cm) for 
Najim et al (2006). That’s probably because the 
limiting current plateau is so low due to the very 
low reactant concentration in Kreysa’s data which 
makes the optimum bed thickness represented in 
these models high even up to or over its actual 
length. This especially occurs at low flow rates; 
while the results in short bed length (2 cm) of Na-
jim et al. which overestimating the optimum bed 
thickness and also the actual bed length probably 
because of the low specific surface area and flow 
rates, but even that, the optimum bed thickness 
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has been found experimentally by Najim et al. 
between 2 and 3 cm, which are shown up in Sadeq 
et al. (2009).  

The most unfavorable situation occurs for 
the profile η(x) and C(x) with the opposite charac-
ter of behavior, that is, the minimum solution 
concentration corresponds to the most loaded 
point of the porous electrode and vice versa (Mas-
liy et al 2007). This makes the attainment of the 
limiting diffusion current over the entire porous 
electrode surface difficult, but in this case the rea-
son is the depletion of the solution in the depth of 
the porous electrode also causes an increase in the 
polarization resistance at these points and current 
redistribution towards the less loaded layers. 
Eventually, this leads to the efficient function of 
the entire porous electrode (maximum optimum 
bed achieved) and that which appears in [Newman 
and Matloz (1986), Kreysa (1978), and Najim et 
al. (2006)] at so low flow rates, but it is more 
costly because of the lower flow rate, high current 
overload and decrease in the current efficiency 
(Masliy et al. 2007). However, the average opti-
mum bed thickness over the total results at six 
different flow rates of Kreysa (1978) about 2.37 
cm, which is approximately the actual bed length 
(2.3 cm) for that case. In addition, a comparison 
of specific surface area a = 5.66 cm-1 of Najim et 
al. (2006) within that used for example by Kreysa 
(1978) a = 36 cm-1 or Newman (1986) a = 66 cm-

1, shows how it is small for such application to be 
justified by high interfacial area. From practical 
point of view and according to reasons mentioned 
above, it can be concluded that results reflect the 
whole bed are considered as an optimum more 
than its value. 

2-Kreysa and Jüttner’s (1993) & Masliy 
and Poddubny’s (1997), Models (3 &4) 

These two models are so close to that predicted by 
Kreysa (1978) and Doherty et al. (1996), the dif-
ferences only by ignoring the void fraction ε as 
mentioned before.  But this neglected parameter 
causes a dramatic change in the results compared 
with the previous models (1 & 2). These changes 
or effects of this parameter can be seen through 
figs. (10 – 13). Figs. (10 – 13) show the variation 
or difference between models 1 and 2, and models 
3 and 4 are proportional to or justified by (1 – 
ε)0.5. As the void fraction decreases the differences 
between the models curves increase and that 
would vindicate the variation of the shifting ratio 
among the referred figures. 

Furthermore, these figs. emphasize the 
importance of that parameter and its effect on the 
optimum bed thickness. Fig. 13 shows how much 
close could be between models 1 and 2, and 3 and 
4 if the void fraction is high, which reflects per-
haps the reason beyond the neglecting of this pa-
rameter especially before the most recent studies 
concentrated to use new types of packing that 
provides simultaneously high specific surface area 
and void fraction. 

One more thing, in spite of these two models 
sometimes overestimate the optimum bed thick-
ness when the void fraction is small and even 
overestimate the actual bed length. 

The surprising thing about these models is even 
that overestimating results, but it never overtakes 
the rules of model 7 (i.e. exceeding the side reac-
tion value or hydrogen evolution start) that pre-
dicted by Nava et al. (2008), as shown in figs. 15 
and 16. Everything else mentioned about these 
models is all that is mentioned in discussion about 
models 1 and 2. 

3.2.3 Newman’s et al. (1975, 1984 and 
1986), Model 5. 

The behavior of this model shows variant behav-
ior compared to other models that have been ac-
complished by [Doherty et al. 1996, Kreysa 1978, 
Masliy et al. 1997 and Nava et al. 2008] rather 
than un-reasonable results in many parts. Even 
that, this variant does not represent the evident 
scientific mechanisms. But from another point of 
view, one can notice that the results obtained from 
the same data source of (Newman and Matloz 
1986)  or from data have the same conditions is 
quite reasonable values and that obviously seen in 
fig. 14 and that’s most likely for low velocities 
and high specific surface area. However, fig. 14 
also shows variant behavior in model 5 to that 
shown in model 7 and the other four models (i.e. 
the optimum bed thickness increases as the veloc-
ity). That could happen at typical conditions of so 
low flow rates. The poor representation of the pa-
rameters and the variant behavior does not give 
the possibility for considering this model to ex-
press the optimum bed thickness of a FTPE under 
wide range of conditions. However, from other 
point of view, the reason which makes Newman 
[6, 19, and 20] to consider that represent the 
penetration depth at first, perhaps because it is a 
simple model that might give a quick estimation 
with percent of error for a certain situation, and 
that’s most likely with high specific surface areas 
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and low flow velocities [6, 20] as mentioned be-
fore. 

3.2.4 Masliy’s et al. (1997, 2007), Model 6 
 
Unfortunately, there are no experimental data 

to meet this theoretical model which requires to 
be executed as a fair action in the present study, in 
order to make sure to show the method of solution 
and to cover all the models. A test of this model 
has been made from a theoretical data based on a 
simulation study in Sadeq et al. (2009). 

5.2.5 Nava’s et al. [26], Model 7 

The result of this model which is completely 
graphical shows a good way to estimate the opti-
mum bed thickness through the entire results. The 
behavior indicated in this model agreed with that 
of models 1–4 which are supported by figs. 4.5 
and 4.9. The major idea of this model based on 
Coulombic efficiency calculations. As the Cou-
lombic efficiency of the reaction is 100%, the bed 
is considered optimum at that efficiency. The 
Coulombic efficiency ψ can be defined as the per-
centage of the measured current supported by the 
main deposition reaction [17], i.e.   

%100×
+

=
sidemain

main

ii
i

ψ
                                       

(15)                                                       

Since model 7 is already adopted, then all the op-
timum bed thickness obtained from this model 
operates with 100% Coulombic efficiency accord-
ing to eq. 15. One more thing, the results of 
optimum bed thickness obtained from model 7 is 
always greater than that for models 1– 4, that are 
evident between figs. 15 and 16. This reflects two 
facts, the first is that model 7 represents a range 
wider than mass transfer region, and the second is 
the validity of models 1 – 4 to represent the opti-
mum bed thickness in the mass transfer region 
(especially model 1 and 2), and avoiding the side 
reaction. 

4- CONCLUSIONS 

The increase in electrolyte flow rate, mass 
transfer coefficient, concentration, limiting cur-
rent density, and specific surface area reduces the 
optimum bed thickness. The increase in electro-
lyte conductivity, porosity, and overpotential 
range increases optimum bed thickness. The first 
four models (1 – 4) can be used with relatively 
high flow rates and specific surface area (u ≥ 0.1 
cm/s, a ≥ 12 cm-1).  The best models among the 
first four that have been tested are models 1 and 2 

predicted by Kreysa (1978) and Doherty et al. 
(1996) to represent the optimum bed thickness for 
reactor operating under mass transfer control. 
Models 3 and 4 predicted by Kreysa and Jüttner 
(1993) and Masliy and Poddubny (1997) are used 
to estimate the optimum bed thickness when bed 
porosity is high (ε ≥ 0.9).Model 5 predicted by 
Newman et al. (1975, 1984 and 1986),  can be 
used for low flow rates and high specific surface 
area (u< 0.09 cm/s, a ≥ 25 cm-1).The graphical 
model presented by Nava et al. (2008)can be a 
useful way to use in processes when high degrees 
of conversion are required per pass.  The exact 
value of the optimum bed thickness cannot be de-
duced analytically, but model 1 gives a first ap-
proximation value which can be useful for a rough 
engineering design. The bed of a FTPE can be 
whatever size in diameter, but the thickness of the 
reactor is very important to take into account for 
this configuration. 

NOMECULATURE  

a Specific surface area of electrode; (cm-1) 
C Electrolyte concentration; (mol/cm3) 
Co Inlet electrolyte concentration; (mol/cm3) 
dp Size diameter of spherical particle; (cm) 
F Faraday's constant (96,487); (C/g.equ.) 
io Exchange current density; (A/cm2) 
i Current density; (A/cm2) 
iL Limiting current density; (A/cm2) 
Km Mass transfer coefficient; (cm/s).  
km Solid phase conductivity; (Ω cm)-1 
ks Effective electrolyte conductivity; (Ω. cm)-1 
L Electrode length; (cm) 
Ld Thickness of porous electrode layer operating 

at the limiting diffusion current as in eq. 9; 
(cm).  

Leff Effective operating thickness as in eq. 11; 
(cm). 

Lop Optimum bed length (cm). 
P Penetration depth as in eq. 10; (cm)  
p Penetration depth as in eq. 7; (cm) 
R Gas constant = 8.314 (J/mol. K) 
T Temperature (K) 
u Electrolyte flow rate (cm/s) 
Vc Applied potential at the cathode current feeder 

(or collector); (Volt) 
z Number of electrons involved in reaction 

GREEK LETTERS 

ε Void fraction 
η Overpotential  
υ Group parameter defined in eq. 3.19 

mφ  Electrode potential  

sφ  Electrolyte potential 

ψ Coulombic efficiency defined in eq. 15 
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Fig. 1 Experimental flow circuit and flow-through 
packed bed electrochemical reactor; Nava (2008). 
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Fig. 2 Effect of flow rate on OBT, Najim et al. 
(2006) data based on models (1&2). 
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Fig. 3 Effect of flow rate on OBT based on mod-
els (1, 2, and 7). 
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Fig. 4 Effect of electrolyte concentration on OBT 
at various temperatures [Najim et al. (2006) data]. 
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Fig. 5 Effect of electrolyte conductivity on OBT 
[Kreysa and Jüttner]. 
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Fig. 6 Effect of electrolyte conductivity on OBT 
from Najim (2006) data. 
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Fig. 7 Effect of specific surface area on OBT at 
various flow rates from Nava’s (2008) data. 
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Fig. 8 Effect of void fraction on OBT at various 
conductivities from Najim’s (2006) data. 
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Fig. 9 Polarization curve for a simple electrochemical 
reaction a) Kreysa and Reynvaan (1982), b) Doherty et 

al. (1996). 
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Fig. 10 Models comparison based on Kreysa’s 
(1978) data. 
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Fig. 11 Models comparison based on Saleh’s 
(2004) data. 
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Fig. 12 Models comparison based on Najim’s et 
al. (2006) data. 
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Fig. 13 Models comparison based on Newman’s 
(1986) data. 
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Fig. 14 Comparison between Newman’s (1986) 
and Nava’s (2008) models 
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Fig. 15 Potential distribution for bed length L = 7 
cm, [Fe3+] =15mM based on model 7; eq. 12. 
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Fig. 16 Potential distribution for bed length 
L=1.7cm based on model (7) eq. 12. 

 

 

 

 


